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lndeIxes of permuted notations constitute one application of the WWswesser Line Nota-

tion (WLN) in industrial organizations. The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) has

introduced an index of this type for new compounds being reported in the journal litera-

ture-more than 150,000 per year. This new tool, called the C#rwrrica/ Substructure

/ndex (CSI), was created solely for substructure searches. The creation, advantages,

and limitations of the CSI are discussed along with criteria used for selecting the more

than 1,000,000 entries for the 1970 Annual. Also discussed are design features of the

CSI that enable chemists unfamiliar with WLN to conduct substructure search~,

In recent years, the extremely limited value of traditional
indexes for substructure searching has become well recog-
nized, As a result, considerable research effort has been
financed for substructure search systems. However, with
few exceptions, this research effort has been aimed at de-
veloping computer systems, even though most chemists do
not have immediate access to computers. Manual sub-
structure searches remain laborious or impossible to per-
form. The development of “desk-top” manually search-
able indexes by permuting line notations was first reported
in 1963,1 These indexes permit manual substructure
searching that is impossible or impractical with tradi-
tional manual indexes such as the subject or formula in-
dexes to Chemical Abstmcts, Index Chemicus, or Beil-
stein. Various versions of permuted line notation indexes
are now used by many large organizations for internal files.
However, access to the open literature for the chemist in-
terested in finding new compounds that contain a particular
substructure was unachievable prior to the introduction of
the Chemical Substructure Index (CS1).

CHEMICAL SUBSTRUCTURE INDEX (CSI)

The Chemical Substructure Index is a monthly index of
permuted Wiswesser Line Notations (WLNS) covering new
compounds reported in the weekly issues of Current Ab-
stracts o/ Chemistry and Index Chernicus (CAC&IC). The
monthly issues are then cumulated annually. The first
annual cumulation available covers the CAC issues for
1970. Present plans call for also producing 1967-1969 an-
nuals. This will make substructure searching possible for
over 800,000 unique compounds.
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USE OF THE CHEMICAL SUBSTRUCTURE INDEX

Although it may take a full week’s study of WLN to
learn how to encode 90% of the organic compounds one
will encounter in the literature and it may take as much
as three months to become expert enough to encode com-
pounds for 1S1, any chemist can learn enough about Wis-
wesser Line Notations to use the Chemical Substructure
Index in 20 minutes. To make CSI useful even to the
chemist who has never seen Wiswesser symbols, 1S1 has
introduced a number of aids. These are summarized in the
User’s Guide to CSI. First, a ready reference list of
Wiswesser symbols is provided, explaining, in the order of
their ranking, the 40 symbols used to make entries in C. St.
Second, a dictionary of Frequently Found Substructures
(FFS) is supplied. The following paragraphs describe the
three methods of using CSI.

FFS Method. The FFS dictionary is an alphabetical list
of common substructures or “parent” structures showing
their corresponding WLN Notations. To use the FFS
method, one simply looks up the generic name for a sub-
structure in the FFS dictionary. The corresponding WLN
is noted. Then the WLNS are scanned until the specific
substructure is found (Figure 1). In this case, the individ-

COMPOUNO WLN

P/,mo:/>,a,,!,e T c6G6 EM ISJ

Phenoxa,me T C666 BM IOJ

Phos,)l>oroth,ode O 0 d,,,, crh”l

Phfhal,,,,,de 156 8MVMJ

Figure 1 Phosphorothloates In FFS dtctlonary

uaf interested in O, O-dimethylphosphorothioates in con-
sulting the FFS dictionary would find the OPS&Ol&Ol
WLN symbols. By looking these up in the Index, he would
find the new phosphorothioates which meet his request.
Two of these are noted in Figure 2. Finally, the searcher
would note the CAC&IC abstract number and compound
number and consult CAC&IC (Figure 3).

A BsT$r cPo

PSCOICOR eG OS WN ICI ● 1 GNOPRS w
~SLOICOR BSWNIC1 ● 1 NOPRSW
~scolcnt ● lVENVCCSWR O NOPRSWV 14

D NIJrw Sw 1?1

n

----- -----

,Olcol ● lVCINIVCCSWR D NOPWSWV i6

Figure 2 Phosphorothloates entered m CSI
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Ring Index Method. The second method ot using the
CS1 is the fling index method. To use this method, one
must have a copy of “/’he WJ.\t/sw\cr I.tne ,Votat Jon.S C’or-
resporrd{ng to Ring Index .\’frucfure\ (a document avail-

able from the Clearinghouse:). With this method, one

consults 7’hFJ R[ng Irrd{’.r’ tofind the ring system of interest.
When the ring system is located, the l?irrg Index number is
noted. This number is then found in The W~.su’esser Line
Notattons ( ‘Cvrmporrding to Ring Index Structures, and

T-’

.,, ml%ecw”DRR!5 ,T:!x::c,o.p
de,.”, Call CL<.ChO,l Ov Chem Cmntnu. #Ca.

MC> H, t+~ Cw
;Cnc,

1,0”, 5, .?(1911). CA 27, L79Z’
.\~ #

II

“’<::>’’”

M
% =x.

Figure 4. Adamantane entered m The I?mg Index

the corresponding WLN is noted. Once the WLN is found,
this is looked up in CSI. All new compounds containing the
ring system noted would be found in one place within the
CSI. Figure 4 shows the Rirw Index entry for adamantane.
If one w&e interested in ne’w compounds containing this
ring system, one would consult the Ring fndex and find
that adamantane has the Ring index number 3624. By
consulting the Wwues.ser Line Notations Corresponding to
Ring Index .Strucfures ( Figure 5), one would find that 3624
has the line notation L66 B6 A B- lB ITJ. Using this to
consult the CSI, one would find all new compounds con-
taining the adamantane ring system located in one place.
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Those for Abstract 171543 are isolated in Figure 6. The
corresponding structures are shown in the CAC&IC abstract
(Figure 7).

WLN Method. The third method requires knowledge
of the Wiswesser Line Notation. The index is then con-
sulted wit bout reference to the FFS diet ionary or theRing
Index. Rather, the user looks up directly the WLN symbols
corresponding to the structural feature(s) of interest.

3620 L666 1A M CHJ

3621 L666/GL 2AF LJ

3622 L B666/GL A 2SG L GX JHJ
U?7 1 r AH 1

1%2L+-4 B6A B-C lB ITJ !
3625 L6X CXTJ A-6 C-&/ AL6STJ 2

X=2( 1(6 nx CI+J R-h AL6XTJ
?(?7 L(zC C’< N J C-h ALC:TJ

Ftgure 5. Adamantanes entered in Wmwesser Lme
Corresponding to Rurg Index Structures

Notations

AOSTR c PO
L66 w A 0- C IB ITJ A2 1

*L 171977 7

L66 B6 A B- C 1S lTJ B- 0166 BNNNVJ LNTV 171543 7

IG
L66 B6 A 9- C 1S lTJ Et- 2/l U- AL4YYTJ 8u1G GLUY 2

OG C-1
L66 E6 A 9- c lB ITJ BF FL
L66 66 A 9- C 10 lTJ BF O

172155 1A
FL

L66a6AEi-cl BITJeF DFH
la

FL 10
L66 06 A 0- Ciel TJ8FOH FL IC
L66 e6 A B- C IB ITJ eF 02 FL IE

m.-
L66 06 A B- C 16 tTJ BMVR BNN CC C28/32
L66 06 A 0-

OLUNl?V
C 10 lTJ BMVR BNW

171543 6
LMNRvw 4E

L66 B6 A lS- C 1(9 IIJ EMVU 62 LMUVZ 5
L66 06 A 0- C IB ITJ BMW? ONb LMNRvw 40

L66 B6 A 0- C 10 ETJ emvusc- AT6NTJ 60
L66 06 A 0-

LMNSTUY
C 18 ITJ SMVUSS- AT6NTJ CO LMNOSTUV AC

L66 86 A B- C Ie lTJ EMVUSCWIR LMRSUY 3C

F!gure 6. Adamantanesentersd lnCSl

PERMUTATION—A SPECIAL FEATURE OF CSI

As can be seen in Figures 2 and 6, the WLNS are per-
muted—i, e., each CS1 entry was created by rotating the
WLNto inappropriate index symbol.

Wiswesser Line Notations are on the average ‘20charac-
tem in length (Figure 8). Of these 20 characters, five to
six are pertinent enough to justify an entry in a permuted
index. Note that the entire WL,N is always shown for each
entry in the index. As a result, onecan immediately locate

compounds represented by a particular symbol initiating
an entry. Additional fragments can be used to narrow the
search instantly to a more specific area, This is illustrated
in Figure9. Pyridines are all located inthe Tsection with
all other heterocyclic compounds. The I’6NJ (pyridine)
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Fqure 7 Adamantanes anCAC

symbols can be readtlv found. Furthermore, one can search
for substituted pyrldlnes (e. g., all chlorinated pyridines)
by reading the symbols followin~ the T6N,J’s or by taking
advantage of QUIKSCAN.

QUIKSCAN

QUIKSCAN is an alphabetized list of the WLN symbols
which cause entries to be produced in CSI. However, it also
contains X, Y, R, and H symbols (nonlocants). The latter
are included in QUIKSCAN because they are useful sec-
ondary search terms. For example, if a searcher is in-
terested in benzoic acids he would not want to start his

search with R. Ahout 40’70 of the new compounds contain
an unfused benzene ring, 1 and R is therefore not indexed
as a primary term. The searcher would first lwk up QVR
and then VQ. The VQ section would contain a large num-
ber of entries. By including R in QUIKSCAN he can rap-
idly cover whole columns searching for VQ entries that
contain R. To illustrate QUIKSCAN further, consider

the search for all chlorinated pyridines noted in Figure
9. One could read all the symbols following the T6NJ’s
in search of those containing chlorine (G). However, it is
far faster to read the QUIKSCAN column in search of G,
particularly since QUIKSCAN is alphabetized.

Three compounds from CAC&IC Abstract 171901 are
quickly spotted. Note that in QUIKSCAN a symbol can
orrfy occur once, regardless of how often it appears in the
WLN, This is to conserve space and expedite scanning.
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Figure 8. Number of characters In Wlswesser Lme Notations

T6NJ I (h I
~ ““[’’c’” ‘“”R ‘p’

r6NJ evw CMV1 F HuNTV 172368 5
T6NJ BVM CZ 1- MNTVZ 12
16NJ 8VUI- e16NJ MNTV 171719
16NJ evml- CT6NJ MNTV :

-.. , . . . . . . ..-..? -----

*OIU.J m“” c< “lx- r -U, .

-----
v

—. —-. . ““. .
16NJ Bvo ova NOT V t7N764 3

c,,., ..- a D..., Aa...a.m“.s.mA .- P.S1

EXCLUSION RULES

To avoid large numbers of useless entries, certain WLN
symbols (or symbols in a particular context) are excluded
as main index entries. Figure 10summarizea theexcluded
symbols. Asa result of the exclusion rules, an average of
slightly fewer than six entries per WLN was obtained for the
approximately 176,000 WLNS processed in 1970. Of
course, all symbols could researched for (in anycombina-
tion) by computer using the Index Chemicus Registry Sys-
tem tapes. s This backup is one benefit of having a machine
readable record.

STRUCTURES

The CSI hand-drawn structural diagrams help in using
this product. These structural diagrams are placed
throughout the index according to frequency of occurrence.
Within the computer program, a counter keeps track of the
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Locants and Numerals

All locants (letters preceded by a space) and numerals are ex-
cluded as primary index entries. They are also excluded from

QUIKSCAN.
Soecial Characters

All special characters except hyphens, are excluded as primary
entries.

Hyphens
All hyphens are excluded as primary entries and QUIKSCAN

entries except those used to initiate two-letter atomic symbols.
For example, -Al- for aluminum. In the latter case, they create en-
tries and thus bring together in the front of CSI all metal-contain-
ing compounds.

R and Y
R and Y have little or no primary indexing value and recur very

frequently. They are, therefore, excluded as indexing symbols, but
retained in QUIKSCAN.

x
X only creates an.entry when used to represent a spiral point in a

ring. However, all X’s are retained in QUIKSCAN.
J

Since only specific compounds are included in CS1, J is excluded
as a primary and QUIKSCAN entry,

H
H is always cited after the symbol to which it is attached. For

example, VH for aldehydes. As a result, H has no primary index-

ing value and is excluded. However, when used to represent deu-
terium (H-2) or tritium (H-3), H is retained as a primary index-
ing symbol. Consequently, all deuterium and tritium compounds
are brought together in CSI under H-z and H-3 respectively.

T
When used to initiate a hetgnxyclic ring, T is used as a primary

index symbol and included in QUIKSCAN. T is excluded from
from both CGI and QUIKSCAN when used as a saturation mark.

Repeating Letters
Whenever a letter repeats itself in sequence, for example, CCC,

only the firat occurrence is used for creating an entry. In this way,
extraneous entries are avoided. If the firat symbol represents a
Iocant, it is not considered. For example, a WLN containing the
sequence NNNN (for an azide at the N position of a ring system)
would receive m entry under the second N but not the fimt, third,
or fourth.

Special Cases
Metals
Metals are indexed only once on the first hyphen. The two let-

ters and second hyphen are excluded.
A4uki-cyclic points and Bridge atoms

All multi-cyclic points and bridge atoms are excluded as indexed
entries

Figure 10. Excluslon rules
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Ftgure 10. Exclusion rules CONTINUED

Single Ring Atoms
Potential entries starting with the following WLN symbols are

excluded: M 1, MJ, MT, N 1, NJ, NT, . . . . . . . (where 1 = any
letter)

These ring segments have little, if any, value as primary search
terms and are, therefore, excluded. However, the initial symbols
are retained in QIWKSCAN.

NOTE: The rules noted above do not apply to the initial symbol
of any WLN. Therefore, one can easily use CSI for specific com-

pound searches as well as substructure searches.

frequency of occurrence of symbols, and a list of the mmt
frequently occurring sequences are supplied to 1S1 chemists
for a decision on what structures to provide. The inclu-
sion of structures facilitates use of the Index.

PEPTIDES

A separate section of CSI contains all new peptides.
Since a special one-letter code6 is used for amino acids
occurring in peptides, these entries are separated from the
WLN section. The researcher interested in specific amino
acid sequences will find this section especially useful.

SUBSTRUCTURE STATISTICS

Figure 11 shows the most frequent six or more character
WLN sequences for 1970 (over 175,000 compounds). Not
surprising is the fact that the steroid nucleus is the moat
common large fragment (6 or more WLN symbols) found in
new compounds being reported in the literature.

This information should be useful to those interested in
fragment codes or screens. Single symbol frequencies were
reported earliefl and the 2 to 5 range is now being studied.

LIMITATIONS

Meat of the substructure questions can be routinely an-
swered through the use of CSI. However, there is a small
percentage of substructure questions which cannot be
easily handled with such a manual index. Included in this
category are some questions requiring atom-by-atom
searches—for example, all compounds containing a carbon
atom connected to an oxygen atom which is two carbons
removed from a nitrogen ‘atom. Although this type of
search could be performed with CSI, it would be quite la-
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1970CSI Oata —1 76.O(XI WLNS

wl.\ wl,\ w l.\
s, mtn,i, 6K.q ., ,nhJ. t Ttq >. mhd. +W

LE5B6 49WI ?JHNJ 1157 NUNRD 754

T60TJ 4376 0- HT6 1148 L6UTJ A 749
.sI.l& 3246 OVI DO I0s4 SWR D&
T56 By

745
2s70 01 EOI 1078 NR CNW 742

L6TJ A 2772 VI DOV 1071 T56 BOJ 73s

T50TJ 2767 L.54)J0. 1048 WNR CN 733

T6NJ B 2542 OVI EO 1040 L6sJ c 714
L1.6Ju 2:)63 T6N CN 1(Ha L50,J A 713
[JTJ A E 2:%:!4 NCNE 1024 T5.sJ B 710
QDQE 2:?22 T5NN D Irul WR D& 69S
T66 BN 21)40 \’T.) A 1019 Po&02& 6s5

OIDOl 1890 L’NMRH IOl!f T5N N.JA 67o
N CNJ 1781 L3TJ A 9s6 T56 BM 660
T6STJ A 1772 MJi BXW 9s2 -FE.. 6,55
OTJ CQ 1771 N D%J 9% s DXTJ MI
TC66SJI 176;1 T50J B 967 0 EV.J 64S
0’1,1n 1 1i~A OSWR O %4 O G OT,J 6:12
N lJOTJ lli:ln T J4656 963 T66 UM 631
T.56 BN 1631 V1 Eov 9s9 VNV.J c 6u)
T6X DO 1,>7S X F.V H 959 T6N DsT.J 6:{0
N [)x F I.5-13 T50 C() 955 T30TJ &)7
TM HM [49:1 cm,]co 920 N(:NRH sol

QEQF 1486 T H666 898 OVI FI 597
N ENJ 1461 o-sl.l& 551 V B(lT.J 592

T66 BO 1446 SMJt BNW 878 T55 BO D 59 I
T6N CNF 1416 TE6 BN 857 G [)(; E 5%)

OTJBO 1366 PR&R&R al I c.14&

O COTJ
,s%

1:MU 01101 8:! 1 T6SJ (’ ,5s7
NW DNW 1229 T6SVMV 824 [’T.J H

T.% BV

,581
1212 OPQO&O 81:{ M 0s.1 54+i

OTJ B I 19s T.% BO 796 NT,] Al .58(I
T6s HO 1187 OTJ C 780 ODO(; ,s76

T66 BV 1163 T5NTJ A 763 T53 CS ,%7
ST,} AV ,56S

F!g. re 11 One hundred fragmen!s (6 or more symbols) appea,
,ngmostfrequenlly ,n 1970CSI

borious, This type of question is best handled with a com-
puter.

Space limitations require that only an abstract and com-
pound number be presented with each entry in CSI. There-
fore, one must always return to Current Abstracts of Chem-
ist~ and Index Chemicus for additional information, such
as the original journal citation. This is in contrast to a
computer search where additional records such as journal
citations can be printed out in answer to the search ques-
tion.

SPECIAL NOTE FOR CSI SEARCHES

Because the WLN is linear, the symbols being searched
may appear in two arrangements. For example, NW or
WN for the nitro group. This should be kept in mind
whenever a substructure search is being performed using
CS1.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE INDEX

CSI permits the chemist to do manual searches based
on substructure alone. Since the data base is CAC&IC,
the compounds being searched are all the new compounds
being reported in the literature. Literally within minutes,
a chemist can find all of the new compounds containing
any specified substructure. He can, therefore, reduce the
number of hours he must spend in the library and expedite
his research projects. He can for the first time conduct
searches which heretofore were impossible. The advan-
tages of using CS1 are both short- and long-range. The
short-range advantages are demonstrably economic and
include reduced product development costs, shorter re-
search time, and avoidance of duplicative research. The
long-range advantages, while less obvious, are hardly less
important. The history of resea7ch and development shows
that chemical discoveries have led to the introduction of
new industry or great expansion of existing technologies.
The use of CSI by those engaged in research and develop-
ment tasks should aid in making similar advances.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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